MS. RYAN’S MAGNET DEBATE STUDENTS RESEARCH THE TOUGH TOPICS IN PREPARATION FOR AN UPCOMING DEBATE

Some topic examples include:
- Classrooms should have same sex education
- Movie Ratings are Ineffective
- Human Cloning should be allowed in the US.
- There should not be a minimum wage hike

The HMS Pre-Law Magnet Speech and Debate students are presently working on their first 3/3 or 2/2 Debate.

Their research began today and involved these preparatory steps:
1. Group with your pro or con partners and list websites that support your assertion
2. Take note of sites that support pro and con as your team needs to dispute and refute the opposing team’s research and evidence.
3. Stay focused on your assertion.
4. How will your team use the info you have found: maps, charts, surveys, researched documentation, etc?
5. Use your HMS USB to keep record of sites you want to explore at home with more time and report back to your team.
6. Be ready to regroup tomorrow and Monday to share your findings and begin strategizing. Good luck!